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A B S T R A C T   

We investigate mobile phone pointing in Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR), where digital content is mapped onto 
the surfaces of a real physical environment. Three pointing techniques are compared: raycast, viewport, and 
direct. A first experiment examines these techniques in a realistic five-projector SAR environment with repre-
sentative targets distributed across different surfaces. Participants were permitted free movement, so variations 
in target occlusion and target view angle occurred naturally. A second experiment validates and further gen-
eralizes findings by strictly controlling target occlusion and view angle in a simulated SAR pointing task using an 
AR HMD. Overall, results show raycast is fastest for non-occluded targets, direct is most accurate, and fastest for 
occluded targets in close proximity, and viewport falls in between. Using the experiment data, we formulate and 
evaluate a new Fitts’ model combining two spatial configurations in a SAR pointing task to capture key char-
acteristics, initial target occlusion, target view angle, and user movement. Analysis shows it is a better predictor 
than previous models.   

1. Introduction 

Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR) (Raskar et al., 1998; 1999) places 
digital content directly into a real physical environment. One applica-
tion of SAR is to create immersive environments that differ significantly 
from physical reality (Jones et al., 2013), often for gaming or virtual 
teleportation (Pejsa et al., 2016). This typically involves covering and 
hiding large portions of real surfaces and objects with textures, often 
creating illusions of virtual 3D objects (Dolce et al., 2012; Hartmann 
et al., 2019; Jones et al., 2014; Oswald et al., 2014). In contrast, SAR can 
be applied in a more integrated and subtle way, where real surfaces and 
objects are selectively augmented with 2D digital information. We refer 
to this as “surface mapped” SAR, since it relates to SAR surface shading 
(Raskar et al., 2001). Essentially, every surface becomes a potential 
display, but without the restrictions from AR glasses, since the user very 
consciously exists in the real environment. 

Such an environment could be used to facilitate cross-device inter-
action, for example content from a mobile phonecan be spread into 
underutilized spaces for the purpose of awareness (like weather 

conditions), notifications (like upcoming meetings), visualizations (like 
maps), or sharing content (like photos). Techniques already exist to 
track the 6-DOF position of a phone (Mur-Artal and Tardos, 2016; 
Ondruska et al., 2015) and to detect when it touches a surface (Hardy 
and Rukzio, 2008; Lopes et al., 2011; Schmidt et al., 2012). Enabled by 
this, the phone could be a ubiquitous input device for surface 
mappedSAR. 

Mobile phonepointing has been explored with large displays (Seifert 
et al., 2013a), multi-display environments (Bragdon et al., 2011), 
hand-held projectors (Molyneaux et al., 2012), and using “viewport AR” 
in relatively planar scenes from a fixed perspective (Boring et al., 2009; 
Rohs and Oulasvirta, 2008; Rohs et al., 2011). In general, mid-air device 
pointing in AR and VR has assumed immersive or floating 3D targets 
(Benko et al., 2014; Teather and Stuerzlinger, 2010), while work 
examining surface mappedSAR has kept the user at a fixed location in a 
small desktop setting (Gervais et al., 2015), or in an essentially empty 
room (Petford et al., 2018). 

We compare three popular mobile phonepointing techniques in 
surface mappedSAR. The techniques are adapted from other contexts: 
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raycasting from large displays, viewport selection from mobile AR, and 
direct contact of the phone from tabletops (Fig. 1). Our work signifi-
cantly extends the initial analysis and results presented in Hartmann and 
Vogel’s late-breaking-work poster (2018)1. In our first experiment, we 
evaluate mobile phonepointing in a realistic projection-based SAR 
environment (Fig. 1). The results identify key characteristics that in-
fluence pointing performance: the degree of target occlusion due to 
environment geometry, the target view angle relative to the user, and 
the amount of user movement required. Our second experiment tests 
these key factors in a highly controlled simulation of SAR pointing tasks 
using a stereo AR head-mounted display. Using data from both experi-
ments, we develop a predictive model for mobile phonepointing in SAR 
that outperforms previous pointing models and further shows how the 
key characteristics represent the task difficulty. The experiment data 
and code is available2. 

In summary, our work makes two contributions: (1) empirical evi-
dence for the relative performance of mobile phone pointing in SAR, 
showing that raycast is fastest for non-occluded targets, direct is most 
accurate, and fastest for occluded targets in close proximity, and view-
port falls in between; (2) a new predictive model for surface mapped SAR 
pointing that incorporates three key characteristics, target occlusion, the 
user’s spatial movement, and target viewing angle, by modelling the 
initial and ending relationships between the user and target. 

2. Related work 

Our work relates to previous evaluations of mobile phonepointing, 
including evaluations using similar mid-air hand-held devices like laser 
pointers. For the most part, these have been conducted in environments 
other than SAR, specifically large displays, multi-display environments, 
tabletops, and viewport AR. Although some VR and 3D user interface 
pointing studies have investigated hand-held device pointing, they focus 
on 3D virtual targets, not 2D targets fixed to planes of differing orien-
tations and positions like our surface mappedSAR environment. 

2.1. VR and 3D user interface pointing 

There is extensive research in VR target selection (Boritz and Booth, 
1997; Dang, 2007). Early work by Bowman and Hodges (1997) and 
Bowman et al. (1999) compared 3D pointing techniques like raycasting, 
world-in-miniature, and Poupyrev et al.’s (1996) go-go distant reaching 
method. Cashion et al. (2012, 2013) evaluated selection techniques in 
five game-like virtual environments with varying degrees of object 
density and dynamics. Teather and Stuerzlinger studied effects of stereo 
displays and passive haptics on target selection, and found objects 
viewed above the display degrade performance, but passive haptics 
improves throughput (Teather and Stuerzlinger, 2010; 2011). They later 
explored the effects of target depth on selection for both raycast and 
mouse-based input for a small stereoscopic display (Teather and 
Stuerzlinger, 2013). Results show that mouse-based input performed 
best overall. 

There have been multiple prior extensions of Fitts’ law to 3D tasks, 
Murata and Iwase (2001) examined hand pointing using an electro-
magnetic tracking system for a finger, and created a revised model that 
included movement angle direction. Grossman and Balakrishnan (2004) 
created a trivariate model tested on a 3D volumetric display based on 
Accot and Zhai’s (2003) weighted bivariate with added direction and 
depth. 

Pointing in a surface mappedSAR is different than 3D immersive 
pointing. In this type of SAR, there is no illusion of 3-D objects, all targets 
are placed on geometry in the physical world. As such, they will conform 
to the mostly planar surface it is displayed on. This means Fitts’ models 
designed for 3D, like the trivariate model or Murata and Iwase’s model, 
are incompatible since surface mapped 2D targets do not have depth or 
ordered direction vectors. Our evaluation and predictive model only 
consider targets that are strictly adherent to targets on geometric 
surfaces. 

2.2. Large display and tabletop pointing 

Early work by Myers et al. (2001) used a laser equipped Personal 

Digital Assistant (PDA) in a large display pointing technique that com-
bines raycasting with fine tuning the selection on the PDA screen. 
Expanding on this, PointerPhone (Seifert et al., 2013a) report on a 
qualitative study using a laser equipped mobile phoneto raycast point at 
a large display. Bergé et al. (2014) and Nancel et al. (2015) examine 
related raycast variations. TractorBeam (Parker et al., 2005) is a 
pen-based technique to select distant targets on a tabletop display using 

Fig. 1. Mobile phonepointing in the surface mappedSAR environment used in Experiment 1: (a) the raycast technique uses an invisible ray emanating from the phone 
to point at the desired target, with a tap on the phone screen to select it; (b) the viewport technique views targets through a simulated rear camera and selection is by 
tapping on the target on the touch screen; and (c) the direct pointing technique uses the phone itself to directly touch a target. 

1 This 5-page extended abstract describes Experiment 1 with basic analysis 
for movement time and a two-level form of target occlusion. The present paper 
provides a new refined analysis of Experiment 1, which includes an examina-
tion of occlusion at multiple levels, adds the important aspect of target view 
angle, and reports on an expanded set of metrics, like target error and user 
movement.  

2 https://git.uwaterloo.ca/exii-group-hci/sar-pointing-analysis. 
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raycasting. It demonstrates and evaluates how raycasting can become a 
form of direct interaction when the target is close enough to touch using 
a zero-length ray. 

A popular selection technique uses the view of a mobile phone 
camera to interact with distant objects, called viewport pointing. Bal-
dauf et al. (2012) proposed a marker-less tracking method for this style 
of viewport interaction. Machuca et al. (2014) explored viewport 
pointing with public displays and real objects. Both projects used a touch 
on the viewport image, neither report a controlled study. 

Boring et al. (2010) TouchProjector phone viewport technique uses 
custom AR-like tracking to localize and then select content on a large 
display. Since their focus was on distant targets, they also explored en-
hancements to basic viewport pointing such as zooming and freezing the 
image. We limit our exploration to standard non-zoom viewport point-
ing since it is simpler and commonly used in current AR phone 
applications. 

Investigating raycast performance on large displays, Jota et al. 
(2010) compared four 6DOF wand techniques while Kopper et al. (2010) 
evaluated four pointing models. Both proposed modified Fitts’ law 
models that incorporate the angular width and distance from the user’s 
perspective. We discuss these models in detail when we derive our own 
model in a later section. Mobile phoneshave also been used to point at 
targets on digital tabletops. Schmidt and colleagues explore a range of 
direct manipulation styles that fuse three devices: mobile phones, ta-
bletops, and styluses (Schmidt et al., 2010; 2012). They use this to 
expand the interaction space for cross-device interaction. 

2.3. Multi-display environment pointing 

Mobile phonesand similar devices have been used for pointing in 
Multi-display Environments (MDEs). For example, Rekimoto investi-
gated pen interaction as a means to transfer data between different 
computers (Rekimoto, 1997), tapping a pen between a large wall 
display, desktop display, or palmtop display is a form of direct input 
pointing. Bragdon et al. (2011) explored hybrid MDE interactions using 
mobile phoneraycast pointing, touch, and hand gestures that utilize 
multiple large displays and private displays like tablets. Nacenta et al. 
(2005) evaluated six pointing techniques in a simple multi-display 
environment that consists of a single large table and tablet computer. 
They later proposed a taxonomy for cross-display interaction based on 
the techniques properties, like spatial reference, configuration, and 
control (Nacenta et al., 2009). Their perspective cursor technique was 
used to control a mouse across multiple displays, dynamically mapping 
them based on perspective and spatial relationship of the user (Nacenta 
et al., 2006). Phone-like wands have also been explored, like XWand 
(Wilson and Shafer, 2003) and GyroWand (Hincapié-Ramos et al., 2015) 
that use a form of raycasting for pointing at interactive content in the 
world. 

Proxemic interaction is an extension of MDEs, where distances be-
tween devices, people, and objects set the context for input. Marquardt 
et al. (2011) explored proxemic relationships using mobile phoneraycast 
pointing in some demonstrations. She et al. (2013) utilize the relative 
orientation between a mobile phoneand multiple large displays to signal 
a selection; essentially a raycasting heuristic. They demonstrated their 
technique in a 7-display environment surrounding multiple users. 

2.4. SAR and AR pointing 

Rohs and Oulasvirta (2008; 2011) evaluated “magic lens mobile 
phonepointing” at near-planar scenes, like distant buildings. Pointing is 
done through the camera-view of the phone, where the phone is first 
positioned in physical space near the target, then fine-tuned in virtual 
space in the phone display. We refer to this general type of interaction as 
viewport pointing. They proposed and tested a two-part model based on 
Fitts’ law, that splits physical and virtual pointing phases into two terms. 
This modelling approach inspired our two-part model. Note, Rohs and 

Oulasvirta use a fixed, central viewport selection point, not a secondary 
tap on the screen like Boring et al’s TouchProjector and the viewport 
technique we test in our experiments. 

Gervais et al. (2015) evaluated pointing in a small desktop SAR 
environment while seated and stationary. A mouse and tablet were used, 
and the environment included targets on different faces of objects. They 
report standard Fitts’ law holds when selecting targets on abnormal 
geometry. MeetAlive (Fender et al., 2017) used mouse pointing in a SAR 
environment to facilitate meeting productivity, which was largely con-
tained to four flat walls and large boardroom table. Similarly, Petford 
et al. (2018) compared mouse and raycast pointing in a similar SAR 
environment that was constrained to four flat walls and a ceiling. They 
found the mouse to be fastest for targets in front of the user and raycast 
for targets behind. Mano-a-Mano (Benko et al., 2014) examined selec-
tion in a large room-sized SAR environment using a wand for mid-air 
selection. In contrast, Molyneaux et al. (2012) demonstrate direct 
touch and indirect shadow-based interaction techniques in a 
projector-based SAR system. 

Pointing studies in AR and VR have focused almost exclusively on 
immersive 3-D object pointing (Benko et al., 2014; Hincapié-Ramos 
et al., 2015; Teather and Stuerzlinger, 2011) or AR pointing at 
near-planar scenes (Boring et al., 2009; Rohs and Oulasvirta, 2008; Rohs 
et al., 2011). Raycast, viewport, and direct mobile phonepointing 
techniques have been used with large displays, MDEs, and AR, but to our 
knowledge, never compared directly in SAR. In fact, few pointing studies 
have been conducted in SAR at all. Gervais et al. (2015) used a small 
desktop SAR environment, limited target variations, and unique inter-
action techniques controlled by a conventional mouse or tablet. Benko 
et al. (2014) conducted hand-pointing tasks within SAR, but this is in 
context of a view dependent rendering of 3-D objects. In contrast, we 
investigate popular mobile phonepointing techniques in a larger and 
more complex SAR environment. 

3. Mobile phone pointing in SAR 

We briefly describe our surface mappedSAR technical infrastructure, 
then provide details for the three mobile phonepointing techniques to be 
compared. 

3.1. SAR system and environment 

The setup occupies a corner of a room, occupying approximately 4 ×
4 meters of floor space (Figs. 1 and 2). Mounted in the ceiling are 5 
digital projectors, 6 Microsoft Kinect cameras (each connected to an 
IntelNUC Core i7-7567U), and a 10-camera Vicon (Vera/Bonita) 
tracking system. Tracker 3.5.0 software on a dedicated server tracks the 
6DOF position of a mobile phoneand a person’s head. The phone 
tracking object is a custom-printed phone case with seven 6.4mm 
spherical markers, and the head tracking object is a ball cap with five 
markers attached to the brim. 

The main server (Windows 10, Core i7-6850K) is connected to the 
Vicon server and IntelNUCs using a 10Gb LAN network. Projectors and 
Kinects are calibrated using the RoomAlive toolkit (Jones et al., 2014), 
with the 3D room reconstruction imported into Unity3D. Manual ad-
justments to geometry position, and design tricks like texture blending 
and transparency, compensate for limited precision of projector align-
ment and room reconstruction. A Unity3D 5.6 application processes 
tracked objects, enables two-way mobile phonecommunication, and 
renders projection-mapped content with all projectors at 60 FPS using 
twin GTX 1080 GPUs. 

The mobile phoneis a Google Pixel 2 running Android Nougat 7.1 
(5.0” display, 149× 74× 11mm including case). A custom app enables 
the server to render a simple interface for experiment control and 
communicates status such as current motion tracking confidence. 
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3.2. Mobile phone pointing techniques 

Using the system above, we created three mobile phonepointing 
techniques suitable for SAR. 

3.2.1. Raycast pointing 
Previous mobile phoneraycasting techniques used a laser (Myers 

et al., 2001; Seifert et al., 2013b), or a geometric ray based on 3D 
tracked position (Jota et al., 2010) as we do. To use the technique, the 
user holds the mobile phonewith either their right or left hand, points 
the front end at a target, and taps the screen with their thumb to select 
(Fig. 1a). Since we accurately track the mobile phone’s 3D position, and 
we have a 3D scan of the environment geometry aligned with the real 
world, we use a virtual ray to test intersections with virtual surfaces and 
objects. At the point of intersection, a red cursor is displayed on the 
surface. 

3.2.2. Viewport pointing 
Using the phone’s camera like a viewport to select content is a 

common approach for virtual content selection. Implementations, like in 
Rohs and Oulasvirta (2008) and Rohs et al. (2011) work, use a single 
fixed cross-hair at the centre of the screen. Instead, we chose a more 
versatile method where targets are selected anywhere in the viewport by 
tapping directly on the screen (Boring et al., 2009). To use the tech-
nique, the user roughly frames the desired target using the phone like a 
camera, then taps the desired target in the display (Fig. 1b). 

Typically, a live camera feed with computer vision tracking is used 
for viewport techniques. However, mapping a touch to a precise physical 
world location using a live camera view is challenging, and can be un-
stable and hard to accurately control using current AR methods. To 
avoid these potential confounds, our system uses a 3D rendering of the 
camera view synchronized with the SAR server. A virtual camera is 
matched to the position and orientation of the physical phone’s rear 
camera, which is tracked by the Vicon system and able to achieve a 
higher degree of accuracy than current on-phone methods. By config-
uring the virtual camera to use the same 60∘ field-of-view as the real 
phone camera, and the 3D scanned and calibrated room geometry 

creating a one-to-one mapping between physical and virtual worlds, an 
accurate rendered camera view can be produced. 

Boring et al. (2010) enhanced a standard viewport technique with 
several variations of zoom control (combined with selective frame 
freezing), tuned for selecting targets on distant displays with direct 
touch from a finger. Using direct touch on the display has the advantage 
of not requiring the user to precisely aim the phone, making the action 
more different than the precise phone aiming action required with 
raycasting. Tapping on small targets in the phone display does introduce 
a fat finger problem (Siek et al., 2005), but the user is free to move closer 
to the target to increase its overall size in the display. This worked well 
for our studies, but if the target is very small or the user is unable to 
move closer, then enhanced viewport techniques like Boring et al. pro-
pose can be used. One reason were not using zoom for enhanced in-
teractions in our study is to keep the viewport technique under 
examination elemental, robust, and simple to use. Notably, most current 
viewport-style AR mobile phoneapplications using Apple’s ARKit or 
Android ARCore also do not use zoom, so our viewport implementation 
is ecologically valid. 

3.2.3. Direct pointing 
Direct mobile phoneinput has primarily been used in the context of 

tabletops (Schmidt et al., 2012) and large displays (Hardy and Rukzio, 
2008), where the mobile phoneacts as an extension of a person’s hand. 
To use the technique, the user holds the mobile phonewith either their 
left or right hand and physically taps the currently active target with a 
corner, side, or face (Fig. 1c). Contact of the mobile phoneto surfaces 
and objects is triggered when a bounding box constructed around the 
phone intersects with the scanned 3D geometry of the environment. 

3.2.4. Justification for technique selection 
These three techniques were selected for four reasons. First, they 

represent relatively common methods for SAR and related contexts, as 
shown by our survey of related work. Second, all use a form of absolute 
pointing. Implementing a relative method, like Nancel et al. (2015) 
method for large displays requires a relative cursor which is challenging 
for multi-surface complex geometry in surface mappedSAR. Third, they 

Fig. 2. Illustration of the SAR experiment environment showing target sizes and locations. For this figure, targets coloured yellow are in the HIGH group, gray are in 
the LARGE group, orange are MID group, green are TABLE group, and light-blue are in the LOW group. The start target is the red circle on the table, and the user’s 
start position is located 3 m away from each corner wall, placing them directly opposite of where the walls intersect. 
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are simple and can each be considered an elemental part of a more 
advanced implementation or a hybrid combination. For example, 
advanced pointing techniques, like Go-Go (Poupyrev et al., 1996) and 
Semantic Snarfing (Myers et al., 2001), are both built on the basic ray-
casting technique. Finally, our three techniques cover a range of 
pointing technique paradigms suitable to SAR. For example, they span 
at-distance and direct contact styles, both of which have been demon-
strated with other input devices in a SAR context in systems like 
RoomAlive (Jones et al., 2014). 

4. Experiment 1: ad-hoc SAR setting 

This within-subjects experiment compares the three mobile phone-
pointing techniques in a realistic ad-hoc surface mappedSAR environ-
ment. For each technique, the participant is free to move around the 
space during the selection task of the 2D targets. Instead of strictly 
controlling target size and width in the traditional sense, we created a 
constrained, but representative environment geometry, and selected 
target sizes and positions to represent content that might exist in a future 
where SAR is ubiquitous. A start target controls the user’s initial posi-
tion, but they can move freely after to select the required target. With 
the same task conditions across techniques, we examine how different 
segmentations of targets, such as by size and position, by initial target 
occlusion, or by target view angle, affect key task performance metrics 
like time, error, and user movement. The results lead to the identifica-
tion of key characteristics, including target occlusion and target view 
angle, that are investigated in a controlled setting in Experiment 2. We 
also use the data from this experiment to develop and test a predictive 
model of SAR pointing based on these same key characteristics, 
explained later in this paper. 

4.1. Participants 

We recruited 18 participants, ages 21–50, 13 male, 5 female, 1 left- 
handed. All used a mobile phone every day. Remuneration was $10. 

4.2. Apparatus 

The SAR system described above is used in an environment con-
taining a table with a small box on top (Fig. 2. The 61 × 59 × 122 cm 
table is positioned orthogonal to one wall and sits approximately 56cm 
from a parallel wall. On top of the table sits a 17 × 27 × 20 cm cardboard 
box rotated approximately 30∘ and sits 20cm from the wall. A large 
portion of the floor, the two corner walls, the table, and box were all 
covered by the light produced by the projectors, which were orientated 
to minimize shadows and maximize coverage over all surfaces in the 
environment. The system was calibrated within a 1 cm tolerance and all 
input tracking and target hit detection for measured trials used the 
Vicon, which is accurate to one mm or less. If tracking was lost during a 
trial, the phone notified the participant by vibrating and turning the 
screen red. However, during the experiment, tracking was rarely lost. 

Our surface mappedSAR setup can be thought of as a Multi-Display 
Environment (MDE) with approximately 11 “displays”, which are 
different surfaces in the room with very different sizes, orientations, and 
positions (with some hidden). Fig. 2 illustrates these surfaces. There are 
2 large walls (large grey areas in Figure), 2 surfaces along different 
baseboard mouldings (rectangular grey area below wall surfaces), 1 
floor surface, 1 table top surface, 2 table edge surfaces (thin green 
rectangles), and 3 surfaces forming the two sides and top of the box 
(shown in orange). In the experiment, we use most surfaces as one type 
of target (with the exception of floor and table top) and for large sur-
faces, we also display smaller circular targets mapped into a surface. 
These are explained below. Similar to the work by Molyneaux et al. 
(2012), we restricted our experiment to a room-sized environment as 
this more closely replicates a scenario where SAR would be used. 

4.2.1. Logging and metrics 
During trials, the system logged when each target was selected and 

whether selection errors occured to calculate the primary dependent 
variables of Movement Time and Error Rate. In addition, other data was 
logged: the position and orientation of the participant’s head, the phone, 
and each target; all touchscreen input; and technique events and states 
(such as the 3D raycast cursor position). These are used to calculate a 
dependent variable for Head Movement, and a metric called the visibility 
ratio that determines how much of the target is occluded from the par-
ticipant’s perspective. 

The visibility ratio is determined as follows. The system uses Unity to 
render 224 × 224px views of the full 3D scene from two virtual cameras 
(created in the same Unity scene) attached to the participant’s head, one 
matching head orientation as a proxy for gaze, and the other oriented to 
the next target to be selected. For each camera, there are two rendering 
passes: one only containing the target, and the other containing the 
target with all scene objects that may occlude it. The proportion of the 
target in the second render relative to the first is the target’s visibility 
ratio for each virtual camera. 

4.3. Task 

We imagine an environment where users interact with content on 
any surface. Consider a SAR office: pointing at a wall could place a large 
visualization like a map, pointing at the edge of a desk could silence a 
notification displayed there (Joshi and Vogel, 2019), pointing at the 
floor could open an application for viewing photos, and so on. 

The experiment task was to select two targets in sequence as quickly 
and accurately as possible. Targets were rendered on real surfaces using 
our SAR system. The targets were bright and easy to locate. Auditory 
feedback was given for successful and unsuccessful target selections. The 
participant had to successfully select the target to complete the trial, but 
all trials with one or more errors are noted in the log. The first target was 
a circular start target (r = 18cm). The centre of the target was placed at a 
30cm offset from the edge of the table. The second measurement target 
could be either a circle (r = 13cm) or a rectangle of varying dimensions. 
There were 19 targets grouped into five types, HIGH, MID, LOW, TABLE, 
and LARGE. Target positions, shapes, and sizes are illustrated in Fig. 2 
and explained below: 

HIGH — Composed of three circular targets positioned slightly above 
an average person’s gaze (∼ 176 cm) See Fig. 2, yellow targets 1, 2, and 
3. 

MID — Composed of a circular target placed on the wall behind the 
box, and three rectangular targets mapped to the three sides of the 17 ×
27 × 20 cm box. See Fig. 2, orange targets 12, 13, 14, and 15. 

LOW — Composed of six circular targets placed on the floor or on the 
wall 20 cm below the table height. See Fig. 2, light-blue targets 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8, and 9. 

TABLE — Composed of two long thin rectangular targets placed 
along the front and side edges of the table each approximately 3 cm high 
and between 50 and 100 cm wide). See Fig. 2, green targets 10 and 11. 

LARGE — Composed of four rectangular targets: two large rectangles 
covering the entire wall each approximately 300 cm by 300 cm and two 
rectangles conforming to the shape of two baseboards each approxi-
mately 25 cm by 100 cm, the bottom 30 cm above the floor. See Fig. 2, 
grey walls and baseboards 16, 17, 18, and 19. 

Each target was chosen to replicate realistic scenarios that may be 
encountered in future SAR environments. The motivation for rectan-
gular targets was to analyze pointing on full faces of geometry (like walls 
and edges). We give example applications above. The circular targets 
represent specific content locations. In SAR, the dimensions of targets is 
complicated by the user position and other geometry, but the model we 
develop later accounts for actual target size as it appears in the envi-
ronment by considering view angle and occlusion. 

Unlike classic Fitts’ studies (Gervais et al., 2015; Teather and 
Stuerzlinger, 2011), we do not use a variation of the ISO/TS 9241-411 
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(0000) task. The ISO standard uses a radial set of circles around a centre 
point, but given the amount of geometric variation within SAR, any 
attempt to enforce a controlled circular pattern mapped onto the envi-
ronment would render the control of distance and size nearly impos-
sible. Considering that SAR is conforming to the physical environment, 
we designed this initial study to investigate pointing at targets repre-
senting possible real-world content placement. In a second study that 
follows, we use AR to simulate key SAR pointing task configurations 
with strict controls on target width, location, and size. 

4.4. Design and protocol 

The design is fully within-subjects. The primary independent vari-
ables are TECHNIQUE (3 levels: VIEWPORT, RAYCAST, and DIRECT) 
and TARGET (19 different targets spanning five categories: HIGH, MID, 
LOW, TABLE, and LARGE). The ordering of TECHNIQUE for each 
participant was counter balanced using a balanced Latin square. For 
each TECHNIQUE, the participant completed 5 BLOCKS of 19 TARGET 
selection tasks presented in random order. Recall that each target se-
lection begins with a fixed start target, so each task sequence from start 
target to measurement target is a measurement trial. 

Before the start of the experiment, each participant was given brief 
instructions on how to use each of the techniques, and told to be as fast 
and as accurate as possible. Participants were free to move around the 
space, but were required to return to the starting position at the 
beginning of each block. No other instructions were given. For each 
technique, a short practice session preceded the five blocks of measured 
trials. Each participant completed a short post-experiment questionnaire 
rating each technique on four subjective measures using a 1–10 scale: 
ease-of-learning, comfort, ease-of-use, and overall performance. The 
entire session lasted approximately 30 minutes. 

In summary: 3 TECHNIQUES × 5 BLOCKS × 19 TARGETS, resulting 
in 285 data points per participant. 

4.5. Results 

Repeated measures ANOVA and posthoc t-tests with Holm correction 
were used for all measures. When sphericity was violated, degrees of 
freedom corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser (ϵ < 0.75) or Huynh-Feldt 
(ϵ ≥ 0.75). Time data was aggregated using the median to account for a 
skewed distribution, and a BoxCox transformation (Box and Cox, 1964) 
corrected non-normal time data when necessary. 78 outliers more than 3 
standard deviations from the mean target time were removed (1.5%). 

4.5.1. Learning effect 
We are interested in practised performance, so we verified there were 

no large differences in task times across subsequent blocks. There was no 
effect of BLOCK on Movement Time for RAYCAST (4,681.96.10) or 
DIRECT (4,680.32.85). However, there was a small effect on BLOCK for 
VIEWPORT (4,682.67.03), but corrected post hoc tests did not detect a 
significant result (all p ≥ .44). There was no significant effect found in 
error rate across all BLOCKS. With no strong learning effects present, all 
blocks were retained in the analysis below. 

4.5.2. Error rate 
It is possible to make more than one target selection error per trial, 

but we define Error Rate to be the proportion of trials in which one or 
more errors occurred. For only the trials containing at least one error, 
the mean number of errors is 1.29 (σ = 0.73). Overall, direct input is 
least error prone and using a viewport is most error prone (Fig. 3-right). 
There is a significant main effect for TECHNIQUE (2,3420.32.001) with 
post hoc tests finding DIRECT has fewest errors (3.3%), followed by 
RAYCAST (9.3%), then VIEWPORT (12.2%) (all p > .002). 

Direct input had as few, or fewer, errors than raycasting, while 
viewport typically had as many, or more, errors than raycasting (Fig. 3- 
left). A significant interaction between TECHNIQUE and TARGET 
(3.08,52.4621.37.0001) with post hoc tests reveal that for HIGH target 
types, VIEWPORT (4.5%) has more errors than both RAYCAST (1.4%) 
and DIRECT (0.7%) (all p > .035). For all other target types, DIRECT is 
significantly less error prone (p > .01) with the exception of LOW, likely 
due to the difficulty of reaching to tap on floor targets. A pronounced 
difference is for TABLE targets, where DIRECT (2.8%) has an order of 
magnitude fewer errors than RAYCAST (31.6%) and VIEWPORT 
(47.2%) (both p > .001). 

4.5.3. Movement Time 
The Movement Time is the duration from the moment the start target 

is selected until the moment the measurement target is selected. We 
include all trials, regardless of errors. Overall, raycasting is fastest and 
direct input slowest (Fig. 4-right). There is a significant main effect for 
TECHNIQUE (2,347.39.002), with post hoc tests finding the difference 
between each technique significant (p > .001): RAYCAST (1.75s) is 
slightly faster than VIEWPORT (1.89s) and DIRECT (2.10s). 

When considering target types, raycasting is fastest for large and 
high targets, direct input is fastest for targets on the table, while view-
port is comparable, or slightly slower, than the fastest technique for all 
target types, except when targets are on the edge of the table (Fig. 4 left). 
A significant interaction between TECHNIQUE and TARGET 
(8,13669.59.0001) with post hoc tests finding differences between all 
techniques and target types (all p > .03), except LOW, which had no 
difference between VIEWPORT and RAYCAST (p > .41=). Highlighting 
salient results: RAYCAST was fastest for HIGH (1.59s) and LARGE 
(1.24s) targets, but no significant effect was found between RAYCAST 
(2.24s) and VIEWPORT (2.11s) for LOW; DIRECT is fastest for both MID 
(1.38s) and TABLE (2.29s). For targets on the table edge, VIEWPORT is 
slower than the other techniques with 4.7s on average. 

4.5.4. Occluded targets 
Our experiment protocol does not strictly control for occluded tar-

gets, but the diverse target types we test within a reasonably complex 
geometric setting of objects and surfaces naturally leads to trials in 
which there is some visual occlusion of the measurement target. To 
examine the effect of naturally occurring target occlusion, we create a 
new independent variable. Whole or partially occluded measurement 
targets are identified at the moment the start target was selected using 
the visibility ratio metric, calculated from the user’s head (see Apparatus 
section). We use this to create a five-level OCCLUSION factor, with each 

Fig. 3. Error Rate for each TECHNIQUE by: TARGET type (left); all target types combined (right). Error bars in all figures are 95% CI.  
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level representing a 20% bin (see x-axis of Fig. 5). 
There is a significant interaction between TECHNIQUE and OC-

CLUSION (2,502931.78.0001) on Movement Time (Fig. 5). Post hoc tests 
show that target occlusion has no effect on DIRECT input for movement 
times for the [0% − 40%) and [60% − 100%] bins (p ≥ 0.32). In contrast, 
there is an effect for VIEWPORT and RAYCAST, for which movement 
time steadily increases over each bin by an average amount of 0.68s and 
0.6s respectively (p > 0.006). 

4.5.5. Target view angle 
Like occlusion, we create a new independent variable to capture 

where the surface of a target is pointing relative to the participant’s head 
position. This can be expressed as the target view angle, defined as the 
angle of incidence between a ray beginning from the user’s head posi-
tion and ending at the centre of the target, to the surface normal of the 
target. Using logged data, this angle is calculated at the moment the start 
target is selected. We use these angles to create a five-level ANGLE 
factor, with the first four levels representing 22.5∘ bins, and the fifth 
level for all view angles more than 90∘, where 0∘ is when the target is 
visible and its surface normal is directly facing the participant (see x-axis 
of Fig. 6). 

There is a significant interaction between TECHNIQUE and ANGLE 
(2,5029152.65.0001) on Movement Time (Fig. 6). We found that the 
movement time for VIEWPORT and RAYCAST increase over each view 
angle bin between 0∘ and 90∘ with an average increase of 0.21s and 0.35s 
respectively (all p > 0.001). In contrast, the movement time for DIRECT 
decreases among the same range with an average reduction of 0.26s (all 
p > 0.001). Each technique converges to similar values for the view 
angle bin [45∘ − 67.5∘), with reported movement times of 1.95s, 2s, and 
1.9s for viewport, raycast, and direct respectively. 

An angle greater than 90∘ indicates that the user was behind the 
target at the start of the trial. Both VIEWPORT (4.91s) and RAYCAST 
(4.56s) see a large increase in movement time when users are behind a 
target (p > 0.001). In contrast, DIRECT (2.3s) is more robust to large 
view angles, with no reported difference when compared to view angles 
between 0∘ and 45∘ (p > 0.64=). 

4.5.6. Head movement 
The different target locations and sizes within a reasonably complex 

geometric setting naturally leads to trials where the participant must 
move, or chooses to move, as part of their selection action. To examine 
this, we calculated a dependent variable for Head Movement, defined as 
the summation over the movement path by the participant during a trial. 

We found direct input requires four times more head movement 
overall (Fig. 7 right). The main effect of TECHNIQUE on Head Movement 
is significant (2,34391.93.0001), with post hoc tests finding all tech-
niques significant (all p > 0.003): DIRECT (138cm); VIEWPORT (34cm), 
and RAYCAST (28cm). 

We also found participants often move to adjust their position to see 
an initially occluded target, since occluded targets also increase the 
amount of head movement during a trial (Fig. 7 left). A significant 
interaction between TECHNIQUE and OCCLUSION (2,3442.56.0001) on 
Head Movement, post hoc tests show a significant result among all 
techniques (all p > .025) with the exception of DIRECT where no sig-
nificance is measured for the [60% − 80%) and 80%+ groups 
(p > 0.35=). All techniques demonstrate a positive correlation between 
distance moved and occlusion, where VIEWPORT increases by 16cm, 
RAYCAST by 11cm, and DIRECT by 25cm on average. 

4.5.7. Subjective ratings 
After the main experiment was completed, the participant rated each 

technique from 1 (worst) to 10 (best) for four subjective measures. Data 
for each was transformed using Aligned Rank Transform (Wobbrock 
et al., 2011) to correct non-normality, but no main effect for TECH-
NIQUE was found for any subjective measure. Combined average scores 
across techniques are 9.1 for ease-of-learning, 8.0 for comfort, 8.0 for 
ease-of-use, and 7.6 for overall performance. We expected direct input to 
be rated lower due to higher physical effort, but our data does not 
support this. 

4.6. Discussion 

We found important differences among the three techniques. Direct 
input may be slower overall for tested conditions, but it also had the 

Fig. 4. Movement Time for TECHNIQUE and TARGET types (left). MT for TECHNIQUE on all combined types (right).  

Fig. 5. Movement Time by OCCLUSION by TECHNIQUE.  
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lowest error rate, except for targets near the floor. In some cases, like the 
targets on the table edge, on the box, or behind the box, direct input was 
faster and had an order of magnitude lower error rate compared to the 
other techniques. Perhaps because that particular group of targets where 
narrower then the others, physical interaction made it easier to control. 
On the other hand, raycast was fastest overall, and as fast or faster than 
the other techniques for all target types except in the table group. For the 
most part, viewport had comparable, or only slightly worse time and 
error compared to raycast. Notably, viewport was as fast as raycast for 
targets on or near the floor, possibly due to how the mobile phone’s 
camera naturally points down when holding it. 

Overall, our results suggest raycast or viewport are good overall 
pointing methods in SAR, but direct input should still be considered for 
small targets that are near arms reach or less. Further, a hybrid tech-
nique may also be possible. Analogous to Parker et al.’s TractorBeam, a 
method that transitions between raycast and direct pen input on a 
tabletop, a hybrid technique could be designed for mobile phonepoint-
ing in SAR using the context of the space and proximity of the user to 
surfaces. For example, if the phone contacts a surface or object, then a 
direct input selection is made. Otherwise, raycast or viewport pointing 
could be used depending on the particular use case of the task. In 
particular, viewport does not suffer from self-occlusion, so could be used 
when targets are hidden by the user’s shadow and blocking a projected 
image from being seen (Hartmann and Vogel, 2018). 

The effects of target occlusion and view angle on movement time, 
and differences in head movement distance, especially to compensate 
for occlusion, suggests these are important factors affecting pointing 
time in SAR. In the next experiment, we strictly control these factors to 
better understand their effect. 

5. Experiment 2: simulated SAR pointing task 

The goal of this second experiment is to validate results of Experi-
ment 1 in a more controlled SAR pointing task. To achieve high control 
over target placement, occlusion, and view angle, we simulate specific 
conditions of a SAR pointing task by rendering targets and occluding 
geometry in an AR HMD. The pointing context under investigation still 

remains surface mappedSAR since the targets are 2D, just as they would 
be if mapped onto real 3D surfaces. We test a reduced range of target 
distances compared to Experiment 1, this decreased the number of 
factors making the study practical to run, but it does mean our results are 
more representative of a best case task in terms of reach. 

Using an AR HMD is much more practical and flexible than actuating 
the physical environment itself (Cheng et al., 2018), or creating a 
physical layout of real objects and targets with constraints for the par-
ticipant’s initial position. Simulating SAR in AR enables target consis-
tency across a diverse set of participants: we can place targets and 
objects around the user so that the distances, height, occlusion, and size 
are exactly the same for each participant regardless of their height or 
where they stand. There are limitations to this approach, the 
field-of-view of the HMD is smaller than the human eye’s, wearing an 
HMD can be uncomfortable and requires a tether attached to a com-
puter, and there is no natural tactile feedback in the direct condition. 
However, we took steps to minimize these aspects by using a wide 90∘ 

field-of-view AR HMD, the HMD is light since it is tethered eliminating 
the need for heavy batteries, we were careful routing the HMD tether to 
avoid obstruction, and we used phone vibration to simulate physical 
surface contact with the direct technique. We discuss these limitations 
again in Section 7.5. 

5.1. Participants 

We recruited 12 participants, ages 19–28, 10 male, 2 female, 10 were 
right-handed. Overall, they reported using a mobile device an average of 
3.5 h a day. Participants received $15 for their time. This experiment 
was conducted 2 months after Experiment 1, and no participants 
participated in both experiments. 

5.2. Apparatus 

The Unity3D software running on the server was modified to render 
targets and geometry to a Meta2 AR HMD (2550 × 1440 px, 90∘ FOV), 
which is tracked with the Vicon which ensures that targets and visuals 
are precisely placed and remain stable relative to HMD movement. 

Fig. 6. Movement Time by target view ANGLE by TECHNIQUE.  

Fig. 7. Head Movement by OCCLUSION by TECHNIQUE.  
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Meta2 depth compression (a known issue with the headset at that time) 
was corrected to simulate a real world view by applying a logarithmic 
function to the target and occluding geometry positions. The room was 
empty, neutral, and clear of unnecessary clutter. All SAR environment 
surfaces and targets are rendered in the HMD and illuminated to ensure 
easy identification in the environment. Using rendered virtual targets 
means there is no physical feedback in the direct technique. We vibrate 
the phone when it contacts a virtual surface to compensate. These 
considerations combine to make perception of the task in AR reasonably 
similar to SAR. 

The same Pixel phone was used, and in all conditions, the real phone 
screen was used for input and output (there is no virtual overlay). For 
example, in the viewport technique, the actual phone screen renders a 
view of the same controlled 3D geometry (obstructions and targets) used 
to render the AR HMD. The rendering simulates what would be seen 
from the phone’s real back camera. 

5.3. Task 

The task was to select two targets in sequence as quickly and accu-
rately as possible. The first target was a circular start target (r = 18cm) 
located at a fixed position directly in front of the user, 150 cm above the 
floor, oriented towards them. The second target (the measurement target) 
was a red circle (r = 13cm). To increase task variability, these targets 
were placed at different positions relative to the start target. They were 
distributed on the surface of a hemisphere into 9 radial positions (30∘ 

intervals) from a point of origin (the user’s head position) at a “near” 
and “far” distance (67 and 124 cm) relative to the origin like two 
concentric spheres (Fig. 8a). The near distance was chosen to be within 
arms reach and the far distance requires some body movement to reach. 
Before the start of the trial, both the start target and measurement target 
where displayed to the user before occlusion to ensure that the trial 
accurately reflected a selection task and not one where the participant 
needed to first search for the target. Using a start and measurement 
target is reminiscent to early works in Fitts’ Law analysis from which our 
inspiration was derived (Meyer et al., 1988). 

These varied target positions generalize our results when considering 
the primary factors of occlusion and target view angle. The targets are 
rendered in midair to simplify the scene and avoid unnecessary 
rendering, but they are still 2D as though they were mapped into a 3D 
surface. What is important is their position relative to participant. 

5.4. Design and protocol 

The design is fully within-subjects. The primary independent vari-
ables are TECHNIQUE (3 levels: VIEWPORT, RAYCAST, DIRECT), target 
OCCLUSION (2 levels: 100% occluded, 0% occluded), and target view 
ANGLE (2 levels: 0∘, 90∘). A target view angle of 0∘ means the normal of 
the target points towards the participant and the full target is easily 
viewed if not occluded. A view angle of 90∘ means the target normal is 
orthogonal to the participant’s view, and the target appears as a thin 
slice until the participant adjust their head position. To control target 
occlusion, a large grey wall was rendered between the participant and 
the target to create the desired occlusion level (Fig. 8b). Target view 
angle was controlled by rendering the target normal at the desired angle 
relative to the participant. The ordering of TECHNIQUE was counter 
balanced using a Latin square. For each TECHNIQUE, the participant 
completed 3 BLOCKS of trials presented in random order. 

The instructions, technique practice, and post experiment question-
naire were the same as Experiment 1. Participants were free to move 
around the space, but were required to return to a starting position at the 
beginning of each trial. The entire session lasted approximately 60 mi-
nutes. In summary: 3 TECHNIQUES × 3 BLOCKS × 2 OCCLUSION levels 
× 2 ANGLE levels × 17 target positions (8 near and 9 far), resulting in 
612 data points per participant. 

5.5. Results 

The same analysis methods from Experiment 1 are used. Similar to 
the first experiment, 133 (1.8%) outliers were removed. 

5.5.1. Learning effect 
There is a significant BLOCK × TECHNIQUE interaction on Movement 

Time (1.35,25.7130.91.0001), but not on Error Rate. Post hoc tests found 
block 1 significantly slower than blocks 2 and 3 (both p > .0001), sug-
gesting a learning effect in block 1. In all subsequent analysis, we use 
only blocks 2 and 3 for the best estimation of practised performance. 

5.5.2. Error Rate 
There is a significant effect of TECHNIQUE on Error Rate 

(2,227.50.01). Overall, raycast is least error prone (4%), direct input is 
the most error prone (11%), and viewport falls in between (9%). 

There is a significant effect of TECHNIQUE × OCCLUSION on Error 
Rate (2,2210.60.001). A post hoc analysis shows that DIRECT is least 

Fig. 8. Illustration of the Experiment 2 simulated SAR pointing task using an AR HMD and real phone: (a) near target positions spatially distributed around the user; 
(b) participant point of view showing partially occluded target. Note the real phone screen was used for input and output (there is no virtual overlay). 
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error prone when targets are non-occluded (1.8%) and most error prone 
when occluded (20.3%). In contrast, the error rate for both VIEWPORT 
and RAYCAST remained the same across occlusion levels with no sig-
nificant effect (p ≥ 0.48). 

There is a significant effect of TECHNIQUE × ANGLE on Error Rate 
(2,225.670.01). Post hoc tests show an effect of ANGLE on VIEWPORT (p 
> 0.001) where the error rate is 6% without rotation and 12% when 
rotated. In contrast, there is no reported effect of ANGLE on RAYCAST or 
DIRECT. 

5.5.3. Movement time 
Overall, direct input is fastest and raycast is slowest. There is a sig-

nificant main effect of TECHNIQUE on Movement Time (2,1111.70.001), 
with post hoc tests finding a significant effect among all techniques (p 
> .034): RAYCAST (2.03s) is slightly slower than VIEWPORT (1.92s) 
and DIRECT (1.69s). 

When considering occlusion and angle factors, viewport is fastest for 
far targets with the best view angle, direct input is fastest for near targets 
that have poor viewing angle, while raycast is comparable (or slightly 
slower) than viewport for far targets with the best view angle (Fig. 9). A 
significant interaction between TECHNIQUE, OCCLUSION and ANGLE 
(2,2221.61.001) and post hoc tests found varying differences between 
techniques, occlusion, and angle target. Highlighting the most salient 
results: DIRECT was fastest for all near and non-rotated targets at 1.14s 
(p > .001), but both RAYCAST (1.57s) and VIEWPORT (1.56s) are 
essentially tied for far, non-rotated, and non-occluded targets. 

5.5.4. Subjective ratings 
After the main experiment was completed, the participant rated each 

technique from 1 (worst) to 10 (best) using four subjective measures: 
ease-of-learning, comfort, ease-of-use, and overall performance. There 
was a significant main effect of TECHNIQUE on ease-of-learning 
(2,229.450.01), with post hoc tests finding that direct input was 
perceived easier (9.0) compared with viewport (6.4) and raycast (7.75). 
No other subjective measures had significant effects. 

5.6. Discussion 

We found similarities and differences with Experiment 1. Although 
direct input only had simulated haptic feedback when contacting virtual 
targets, it still outperformed both raycast and viewport for near and 
rotated targets. We observed the relative robustness of direct input to 

rotated targets, with movement time across rotation remaining similar. 
However, the performance increase for direct could be partly the result 
of how we structured our experiment. Since our setup creates virtual 
walls and surfaces, the participant did not have to slow down when 
hitting the target like they would with a real surface, allowing them to 
keep their velocity and partially “punch through” the virtual wall to hit 
targets. People may be unlikely to strike a real surface with a phone 
using the same speeds and forces. With viewport and raycast, target view 
angle has a pronounced effect: viewport performed best for far non- 
rotated targets, while raycast was in-between. This contrasts with 
Experiment 1, where raycast was fastest with more varied target 
situations. 

Both experiments reveal useful insights into the three pointing 
techniques under investigation. Experiment 1 provides a more authentic 
setting, which is complimented by the carefully controlled Experiment 
2. Together they provide a more holistic view into how each technique 
performs under different SAR environment settings. To further synthe-
size and generalize these empirical results, the next section describes a 
unified analytic model of SAR pointing. 

6. Modelling a SAR pointing task 

To further validate, understand, and generalize the results of both 
our experiments, we develop a model to predict the time of a general 
SAR pointing task when using a mobile phone in a potentially occluded 
environment. A model is useful to validate our empirical observations 
that target occlusion, target viewing angle, and user movement are 
primary contributing factors in pointing motions. A model helps us 
understand characteristics about the pointing motion itself, such as 
whether Euclidean or angular distance is more dominant, and to reveal 
relative trade-offs in pointing techniques. Finally, a model can be used 
by designers of future SAR environments to predict approximate task 
times and make informed decisions about where to place content. 

We base our model on the data collected from the previous two ex-
periments and on previous investigations into the empirical applications 
of Fitts’ law (MacKenzie, 1992). It incorporates key aspects of pointing 
in a SAR environment: how a user has to move to select the target, how 
occluded the target is relative to the user, and the visual angle of the 
target. Using data collected from Experiments 1 and 2, we develop a 
model by first analyzing how each data attribute (e.g., distance, occlu-
sion, angular width, etc) contribute to the observed movement times 
across trials. We then look at previous Fitts’ law pointing models found 

Fig. 9. Movement Time by TECHNIQUE by target view ANGLE for combinations of target OCCLUSION and DISTANCE.  
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in the literature, and using separate datasets from Experiments 1 and 2, 
we test these previous models in a comparison with three variations of 
our general model formulation using different norms. The results show 
our proposed model is a much better predictor than previous Fitts’ law 
formulations across all three phone pointing techniques. 

6.1. Previous pointing models 

The objective of all models is to predict a movement time MT based 
on key parameters of a pointing task. MacKenzie and Buxton (1992) 
were among the first to extend Fitts’ law into 2D using a ”min” model 
(Eq. (1)), then Accot and Zhai (2003) improved on this with their 
weighted ℓ2-Norm model (Eq. (2)): 

MTmin = a + blog2

(
A

min(W,α1H)
+ 1
)

(1)  
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The pointing task parameters used in these two models are A for 
target “amplitude” (the distance to the target), and W and H for the 
width and height of the target. These are regression models, so other 
parameters in the model formulation are related to the regression fitting 
(a for the intercept and b for the slope) and the relative weighting of the 
terms (α1). 

Subsequent extensions of Fitts’ law into 3D were focused on pointing 
at fully 3D targets, such as a rectangular cuboid (six quadrilateral faces 
forming a convex polyhedron) rendered on a 3D volumetric display 
(Grossman and Balakrishnan, 2004). Their proposed trivariate model 
considered all three spatial dimensions of the target (W, H, and D) where 
the resulting model formulation used regression fittings across 5 pa-
rameters, which is similar to our proposed formulation. Cha and Myung 
(2013) later expanded on these ideas using 2D squares suspended at 
arbitrary locations in 3D spherical coordinate space. 

Pointing in surface mappedSAR arguably has more in common with 
2D selection, like the ”min” and ℓ2-Norm models above. Although there 
is a 3D environment, all targets are, in fact, flat 2D objects on 2D sur-
faces, and any feedback (like a cursor) is restricted to the same 2D 
surfaces. Relevant to this, both Jota et al. (2010) and Kopper et al. 
(2010) proposed a modified Fitts’ model for raycast pointing at 2D 
targets rendered on a large display (Eq. (3)). It takes into account the 
angular target width (Wω) and angular distance to the target (Dδ) for 
improved predictability. A nice property of angular distances and widths 
is that they are invariant to scale. 

MTAngular = a + blog2

(
Dδ

Wω
+ 1
)

(3) 

A traditional single-term Fitts’ model, like Eqs. (1)–(3), have a nice 
property that there is a clear “index of difficulty” for the pointing task in 
the form of log2 term. Such single term models have been used to model a 
small table-top SAR environment where there is no occlusion, no user 
movement, no extreme target angles, and the entire surface topology can 
be projected onto a 2D surface without any overlap (Gervais et al., 
2015). However a simple single term model will not capture the 
complexity of pointing with a phone in a surface mappedSAR environ-
ment with varied surface geometry. 

Rohs and Oulasvirta (2008) developed a two-term Fitts’ pointing 
model that separates two stages of viewport AR pointing for near-planar 
targets (2008) and at-distant targets (Rohs et al., 2011): first move the 
phone to frame the target, then use the screen for detailed adjustment. 
Their resulting model is a linear combination of the two corresponding 
movement times. Their proposed two-term Fitts’ Law approach inspired 
our general Fitts model formulation for viewport selection. However, 
they model a slightly different viewport selection technique, where the 
viewport acts more like a telescopic sight with a cross-hair centre. 

Further, their target context does not capture a complex geometric 
environment where target occlusion and varying target view angles are 
present. As such, a direct adaptation of their model is not possible. 

6.2. Surface mapped SAR pointing model 

In surface mappedSAR, our experiment results suggest there are 
multiple aspects that affect movement time, such as occlusion, target 
angle, and user movement. Similar to Rohs and Oulasvirta, these can be 
combined into multiple movement stages to create a multi-term model. 
This increased model complexity is an artifact of mapping 2D targets to 
more complex 3D geometry. Our model was designed in two stages. First 
we identified the key parameters in a SAR mobile phonepointing task, 
then we use the most important parameters to design a two-term model. 

6.2.1. Model parameter selection 
We used a common machine learning methodology practised in 

empirical software engineering to determine the most salient features 
for a given measure (Gousios et al., 2014; Ray et al., 2014). In our case, 
we determine salient features in the prediction of movement time (MT). 
We analyzed the data from both experiment datasets: a total of 42 
candidate features were identified and computed from every experiment 
trial. These included various forms of target distances, orientations, 
widths, and heights; various expressions of target occlusion; various 
forms of measuring user movement during the trial; as well as initial and 
final positions of the user relative to the target. Where possible, we 
included parameters in both angular and Euclidean form. 

The method worked as follows. Experiment trials were split into 90% 
training and 10% testing sets using random sampling. A random forest 
(RF) regressor (Geurts et al., 2006) was trained to estimate each trial 
time using all 42 features. This resulted in an absolute mean error (MAE) 
of 371ms with an accuracy of 80.3%. From the RF model, we examined 
feature importance in terms of weights to determine which features were 
most salient when predicting MT (Table 1). We found that absolute user 
movement, target occlusion (as a percentage of target visibility, and as a 
binary variable), target orientation relative to the user, and target 
angular width, height, and distance were assigned high weights by the 
RF. This general pattern supports our observations from Experiments 1 
and 2. 

6.2.2. Model formulation 
Our model uses the salient features from the RF regression analysis as 

parameters in two terms with formulations inspired by Accot and Zhai 
(2003)’s weighted ℓ2-Norm model and the angular models proposed by 
Jota et al. (2010) and Kopper et al. (2010) Similar to how the Rohs and 
Oulasvirta (2008) model is a linear combination of two terms repre-
senting the time during each stage of a pointing action, we use a linear 
combination of two terms to capture the relative contributions of 
movement time caused by the spatial configuration of user and target in 
the SAR pointing task: 

Table 1 
Features selected by Random Forest regression for MT prediction. Only the top 9 
features with weights 0.1 or more are shown, there are 33 other features with 
lower weights.  

Feature Weight 

Integrated Movement (sum over movement path) 0.16 
Target Occlusion (as % of target visibility) 0.07 
Target Orientation 0.06 
Target Angular Width/Height 0.04 
Target Occlusion (as binary classification) 0.04 
Distance between Start and End Positions (Euclidean) 0.03 
Target Angular Distance 0.02 
User Angular Movement 0.02 
Target Distance from Start (Euclidean) 0.01  
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MTSAR = MT1 + MT2 (4)  

where MT1 captures the movement of the user during the pointing task, 
and MT2 captures the final spatial relationship of the user and the target. 
Eq. (5) is the complete expression of the generalized ℓp norm for the two- 
term model: 

MTSARℓp = a + blog2
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In each term, the model expresses relationships between angular 
distance and angular width, or angular distance and angular height, as 
ratios. This is similar to traditional 2D models using Euclidean target 
amplitude over width (A/W). The parameters contained in each term of 
the model, and associated features used in their calculation, are illus-
trated in Fig. 10 and explained as follows:  

• MT1 captures the movement of the user based on their angular 
movement Mδ and their angular width Wω and height Hω from po-
sition P to position P′ relative to the measurement target.  

• MT2 encapsulates the configuration of the user and targets after 
movement. This includes the ending angular target distance Dδ, 
width W′

ω, and height H′

ω, all relative to user’s ending position P′ . 

Similar to the analysis conducted by Accot and Zhai (2003), we 
evaluate our model by comparing the observed and predicted movement 
times across three norm variations stemming from Eq. (5): the ℓ1-norm 
(when p = 1), the ℓ2-norm (when p = 2), and the ℓ∞-norm (when p =
∞). 

We now provide more justification and explanation for the terms and 
parameters. 

6.2.3. Representing user movement 
Given that a user moves dynamically in the environment, a unique 

challenge is how to properly model target distance. Traditional models, 

like Accot and Zhai (2003)’s, use the distance from previous target to the 
current target as movement amplitude A. The model from Jota et al. 
(2010) and Kopper et al. (2010) uses the same target to target move-
ment, but using angular distance Dδ. This may make sense when the 
target is visible or no major user movement is required, but this fails for 
tasks in which the user can move freely in the space or the target is 
occluded by an obstacle. 

In our key parameter analysis, we found the user’s integrated move-
ment (sum of all movements over the entire movement path) to be the 
top feature regardless of technique, but this is an empirical measure 
calculated during the experiment. To find a representation of user 
movement that could be calculated for an arbitrary pointing task a 
priori, we analyzed relationships between the angular widths and dis-
tances between the user’s start and end positions with respect to their 
calculated integrated movement. We found the product between the 
angular movement Mδ and the ratio W′

ω/Wω to have the highest corre-
lation for target width (and similarly between Mδ and H′

ω/Hω for target 
height). This was even higher than other measures, such as the straight 
line Euclidean distance (M) between the start and ending positions of the 
user. 

Following Jota et al. (2010) and Kopper et al. (2010), we use this 
new approximation for movement in the numerator, and W′

ω in the 
denominator for width (and similarly H′

ω for height). This means the 
movement Mδ is scaled by the ratio W′

ω/Wω (and H′

ω/Hω), to account for 
movement towards or away from the target, and then subsequently 
divided by the resulting target angular width W′

ω (and height H′

ω) as 
done by Jota et al. (2010) and Kopper et al. (2010). This simplifies to 
simply Mδ/Wω (or Mδ/Hω) as shown in the MT1 term of Eq. (5) as 
follows: 

Mδ
W ′

ω
Wω

W ′

ω
=

Mδ

Wω
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Mδ
H′

ω
Hω

H ′

ω
=

Mδ

Hω
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In practical terms, this means that as the angular width decreases, 
this relationship places more importance on the required user move-
ment, increasing the contribution of this ratio measure. Estimating the 

Fig. 10. Illustration of a generic surface map-
pedSAR pointing task in a simplified 2D top- 
down view. There is a start target Ts, a mea-
surement target Tm, an obstacle O causing 
initial measurement target occlusion, an initial 
user position P at the start of the task, and an 
ending user position P′ at the end of the task. 
Target distance in our model is represented as 
the ending angular distance Dδ from start target 
to measurement target relative to the user’s 
ending position. Other models use absolute 
Euclidean distance between the two targets, 
shown as amplitude A. Our model uses the 
user’s angular movement Mδ required to avoid 
occlusion, which is a scale invariant form of the 
Euclidean absolute user movement M. Our 
model uses the initial angular target width Wω 

and the ending angular target width W ′

ω relative 
to the user at those respective times. Other 
models use the absolute width W. Angular 
target height Hω and absolute target height H 
are not shown, but calculated similarly.   
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Mδ parameter when predicting the pointing task time can be accom-
plished by first analyzing the 3D geometric relationships between the 
target, any occluding objects, and the user’s initial position: Mδ is then 
the angular movement required to make the target completely 
unoccluded. 

6.2.4. Representing target view angle 
The geometry of a SAR environment can be complex, so the geometry 

and surface mappedtargets viewed from the user’s point-of-view also 
inherit this complexity. One aspect of this is the view angle of the target 
with respect to the user’s gaze (also called the “target incident angle”), 
which can vary dramatically. To incorporate this, and to combine the 
related parameters of target width and view angle, we calculate the 
target angular width along the x-axis and y-axis as viewed by the user at 
the starting position P and again at the ending position P′ during the 
pointing task. This is similar to the angular distance and width used in 
the Fitts’ law models proposed by Jota et al. (2010) and Kopper et al. 
(2010). We denote these as Wω and Hω for the initial starting width and 
height at position P and W′

ω and H′

ω for the ending width and height at 
position P′ . 

6.2.5. Representing target occlusion 
In our study, and from the key parameter analysis (Table 1), occlu-

sion has a significant impact on movement time across all techniques. To 
account for this, we formulate occlusion using the spatial and geometric 
configuration of the user, the targets, and the obstacles placed within the 
SAR environment. These components describe the actions required by 
the user to go from a state of target occlusion to increased target visi-
bility. In our model’s formulation, this is represented by term MT1, 
where the ratio between the angular movement Mδ and angular width 
Wω captures the movement required when a target is occluded by an 
obstacle O when the user is initially at position P. 

6.3. Model evaluation 

We compare the three norm variations of our SAR pointing model, 
which we refer to as SAR ℓ1, SAR ℓ2, and SAR ℓ∞, with applicable 
models from previous work, MacKenzie and Buxton (1992)’s Min model, 
Accot and Zhai (2003)’s Weighted ℓ2 model, and the angular model 
proposed by Jota et al. (2010) and Kopper et al. (2010). 

6.3.1. Method 
All models were evaluated for each phone pointing technique (ray-

cast, viewport, and direct) using the combined experiment datasets: 
Experiment 1 data captured in a realistic SAR environment, but with less 
strictly controlled spatial pointing conditions; and Experiment 2 data 
with highly controlled pointing conditions using a simulated SAR 
pointing task facilitated by AR HMD. 

The evaluation consisted of non-linear least squares optimization 
with respect to the regression parameters (a, b, and c) and the weight 
parameters (α1 and α2) as they are used in each of the evaluated models. 
For example, Mackenzie and Buxton’s Min model and Accot and Zhai’s 
Weighted ℓ2 model use only parameters a, b, and α1, while our SAR 
models use all parameters: a for the overall intercept, b and c for the 
slopes of each term, and α1 and α2 for the weights of each term. This 
results in 5 parameters total, which is the same number of parameters 
used in Grossman and Balakrishnan (2004) trivariate pointing model. 
Movement time is discretised into increments of 250ms for all models 
using the mean in that interval across all participant data. This is the 
approach Gervais et al. (2015) used for their analysis of table-top SAR 
pointing. 

6.3.2. Results 
The fitted model parameters are listed in Table 2 for Experiment 1 

and Table 3 for Experiment 2. Adjusted R2 is used as the primary basis 
for comparison. 

Across both experiment datasets, the three different formulations of 
the SAR model have higher Adjusted R2 fitness metrics compared to the 
previous models. For Experiment 1 data, the SAR models do not capture 
direct pointing as well as the other two techniques (Adjusted R2 of 0.22 
to 0.73 for direct, compared to Adjusted R2 of 0.85 to 0.96 for raycast 
and viewport). For the more controlled, and more restricted SAR 
pointing tasks in Experiment 2, all techniques have high fitness 
(Adjusted R2 are all equal to or greater than 0.88). 

The accuracy of the three SAR models are further visualized in 
Figs. 11 and 12. The diagonal grey line represents the line of equality 
between measured and predicted MT, a perfect model would have all 
points lie on this line. The two figures are similar in terms of the dis-
tribution of points. There is an increase in confidence interval size as MT 
increases, likely related to how the models handle uncertainty in the 
more diverse target selection tasks requiring more MT. 

For Experiment 1 data, the alpha weights heavily favour the angular 
heights compared to the angular widths: α2 in particular has very high 

Table 2 
Model fittings using Experiment 1 data.  

Model Technique a (ms)  b (ms/bits)  c (ms/bits)  α1  α2  R2  Adj R2  

Min Raycast 1.95 4.21  < .01   0.02 -0.01 
Min Viewport 1.90 3.92  < .01   0.00 -0.02 
Min Direct 1.87 3.69  < .01   0.09 0.07 
Weighted ℓ2  Raycast 552.77 431.54  0.39  0.62 0.61 
Weighted ℓ2  Viewport 455.79 489.39  1.40  0.67 0.66 
Weighted ℓ2  Direct 924.88 317.96  20.98  0.09 0.08 
Angular Raycast 1643.89 223.60    0.47 0.44 
Angular Viewport 1663.75 298.20    0.24 0.20 
Angular Direct 2190.26 40.11    0.05 0.01 
SAR ℓ1  Raycast 978.45 320.25 176.18 27.81 < .01  0.97 0.96 
SAR ℓ1  Viewport 3.64 563.47 84.69 2.36 137281 0.86 0.85 
SAR ℓ1  Direct 1725.92 331.43 -243.44 52.38 22.13 0.37 0.32 
SAR ℓ2  Raycast 1121.89 349.18 60.62 224.96 22.72 0.93 0.93 
SAR ℓ2  Viewport 1302.06 448.40 72.95 48.21 < .01  0.94 0.94 
SAR ℓ2  Direct 1730.64 346.64 -258.39 857.28 110.78 0.28 0.22 
SAR ℓ∞  Raycast 501.32 367.75 35.75 12.65 6380206 0.92 0.92 
SAR ℓ∞  Viewport 815.80 472.78 27.30 6.11 3892559 0.91 0.90 
SAR ℓ∞  Direct 1970.77 320.04 -227.61 98.18 124.03 0.74 0.73  
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relative values for viewport in the SAR ℓ1 model, and for both viewport 
and raycast in the SAR ℓ∞ model. For Experiment 2 data, the pattern of 
alpha weights more heavily favour the angular widths in the SAR ℓ1 and 
SAR ℓ2 models, with the exception of direct input in the SAR ℓ2 model. 

The other parameters, namely b and c, describe the slopes of each 
term in the model that represent ms/bit (see Tables 2 and 3). We observe 
that the b parameter is larger then c across all techniques, which in-
dicates that the first term in our model (MT1) that encapsulates user 
movement is more dominate than the second term (MT2) that encap-
sulates the pointing task after movement. This correlates with our ob-
servations and the Random Forest feature analysis, further providing 
evidence for the role movement has when selecting targets in SAR. 

Looking specifically at direct, in Table 2 for Experiment 1, the 
negative c parameters are uninterruptible and somewhat problematic in 
the traditional sense of a Fitts’ model. This is likely due to how direct 
input is constrained by the user’s proximity to the targets which is not 

present for distance pointing techniques like raycast and viewport. It is 
likely the case that since direct input is dependent on environment scale, 
another model specific for direct pointing would be required to over-
come and account for its unique limitations and idiosyncrasies. 

7. Discussion 

The results of the two experiments, combined with the model anal-
ysis, lead to overall findings and design implications. 

7.1. Direct input performs well when a target is nearby 

The good performance of the direct technique in several target 
conditions indicates this type of absolute direct input is well suited to 
SAR when targets are within close proximity to a user. This can be seen 
in Experiment 1 for the MID and TABLE target types. For targets in 

Table 3 
Model fittings using Experiment 2 data.  

Model Technique a (ms)  b (ms/bits)  c (ms/bits)  α1  α2  R2  Adj R2  

Min Raycast 1.47 2.49  < .01   0.25 0.23 
Min Viewport 1.48 2.51  < .01   0.17 0.14 
Min Direct 1.45 2.41  < .01   0.29 0.27 
Weighted ℓ2  Raycast 1099.70 293.91  1.09  0.10 0.07 
Weighted ℓ2  Viewport 912.14 245.46  8.26  0.08 0.05 
Weighted ℓ2  Direct 704.41 289.74  2.65  0.53 0.51 
Angular Raycast 1517.62 245.53    0.00 -0.05 
Angular Viewport 1318.77 282.83    0.35 0.32 
Angular Direct 880.74 374.23    0.26 0.22 
SAR ℓ1  Raycast 56.83 226.09 211.04 79.72 < .01  0.89 0.88 
SAR ℓ1  Viewport 81.04 186.05 139.39 240.18 < .01  0.91 0.90 
SAR ℓ1  Direct 11.06 305.81 248.27 7.68 < .01  0.93 0.93 
SAR ℓ2  Raycast 420.62 253.78 234.25 181.23 < .01  0.91 0.90 
SAR ℓ2  Viewport 352.27 280.40 272.00 46.86 < .01  0.95 0.94 
SAR ℓ2  Direct -676.70 382.63 258.00 < .01  1421.42 0.94 0.94 
SAR ℓ∞  Raycast 413.40 205.28 189.34 30.63 1.59 0.94 0.93 
SAR ℓ∞  Viewport 597.31 322.77 269.54 2.64 0.13 0.98 0.98 
SAR ℓ∞  Direct 359.21 357.23 333.17 1.47 0.33 0.94 0.94  

Fig. 11. Measured vs. predicted MT for models for Experiment 1 data: (a) SAR ℓ1; (b) SAR ℓ2 (c) SAR ℓ∞.  

Fig. 12. Measured vs. predicted MT for models for Experiment 2 data: (a) SAR ℓ1; (b) SAR ℓ2 (c) SAR ℓ∞.  
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Experiment 2, direct outperforms the other two techniques in most 
cases, which is different than the pattern in Experiment 1 results. This 
may be explained by the lack of physical surfaces the user would typi-
cally need to navigate, letting them maintain velocity and moving 
through the virtual barriers without the cost of damaging the mobile 
phone. 

There are other apparent disadvantages to the direct technique that 
are not present in the distant pointing methods to consider as well, like 
how much movement is required when targets are far away. This raises 
questions regarding the suitability of direct selection in large environ-
ments, in which the selection cost increases the further the target is away 
from the user’s initial position. 

Some other issues are present for direct, which can be seen in the 
model’s regression analysis. In the model parameters for Experiment 1 
(Table 2), the direct technique’s R2 values are low relative to the raycast 
and viewport, and the c coefficients are negative indicating a negative 
gradient for term 2 in the model. This is undesirable, and indicates that 
direct selection may require a more tailored modelling equation that 
better accounts for expected user movement given target proximity, and 
perhaps variation in the user’s arm length. Further exploration of this 
would be an interesting direction for future work. 

7.2. Viewport affordances 

In the discussion for Experiment 1, we were cautious to recommend 
viewport overall. Except for some subjective preference of certain target 
types, there was no clear reason to choose it over raycast or direct input 
for a given target context. However, Experiment 2 shows the robustness 
of viewport for different target types in this more homogeneous target 
setting. During both experiments, we observed that some participants 
appeared to be reluctant to adjust their physical proximity when using 
viewport, and would rather attempt selection even if the target was not 
optimally viewed by the phone camera. The results was an action of 
repeated (and rapid) touch selection attempts creating the high error 
rates for the thin table edge targets (i.e. TABLE target type) in Experi-
ment 1. One unique aspect of viewport is in its ability to overlay addi-
tional personal or contextual digital information on top of the SAR 
environment. Though we do not explore this explicitly, it is interesting 
to note the possible affordances a public and glasses-free SAR environ-
ment could have when combined with different personal viewports, all 
occupying the same SAR space. Interesting use cases include multi- 
person gaming, remote and co-located collaboration, and content 
sharing. We leave this as another possible direction for future work. 

Overall, each technique has advantages and disadvantage when used 
in a more geometrically complex and large SAR environment. Depend-
ing on the context of the task and properties of the target relative to the 
user, various combinations of raycast, viewport, and direct techniques 
can be used to accommodate specialized content selection scenarios. 

7.3. Modelling spatial interaction 

Modelling 3D spatial interaction is challenging, and our proposed 
model is the result of multiple design iterations, experimentation, and 
hypothesis testing. An early exploration of our model looked at the 
selectable area of the target after occlusion. However, we found that 
modelling the selecatable area was less accurate and did not fit within 
our observations of user behaviour. We found that users would opt to 
move their head to reveal the object completely than try to select only 
the exposed target area. This emphasis on head movement can also be 
seen in our analysis of salient predictors in Section 6.2.1. Our resulting 
model utilizes these observations to construct a simplified geometric 
construct of the pointing task, taking into account both head movement 
and target selection. Another possible approach to modelling movement 
time is to use a sub-task model like the one proposed by Meyer et al. 
(1988). Their two-part ballistic and correction model takes into account 
the velocity and neuromotor noise introduced through the pointing task, 

which could be an interesting area to explore for future work. 
We evaluated our model (Eq. (5)) using three different norms across 

two different datasets, and based on our results, the R2 fitness for raycast 
and viewport are high across all experiments. If we disregard direct 
input, which we note above may be hard to model due to increased user 
movement, we can see that the distant pointing techniques perform well 
when using the ℓ2-norm (p = 2). Though the results from Experiment 2 
do suggest that the ℓ∞-norm (p = ∞) outperforms the ℓ2-norm by a 
small margin for these techniques, we are hesitant to recommend it 
given the undesirable large coefficients for α2 in the Experiment 1 data. 
Thus, similar to the observations from Accot and Zhai (2003), we 
recommend using the ℓ2-norm as the most generalizable version of our 
SAR pointing model. This version achieved a balanced performance 
across both datasets. 

Previous work explored spatial pointing in full-coverage displays for 
mouse and raycast in a simple cubemap-like display around the user 
(Petford et al., 2018). Similar to our findings, they found raycast to 
outperform the other techniques with reported R2 values between 84 
and 95. Their Fitts’ model analysis using angular width and height 
outperformed the ones using absolute distances. These findings align 
with Jota et al. (2010) and Kopper et al. (2010) who both also used 
angular width and height for their Fitts’ model formulation. Both Pet-
ford et al. (2018), Jota et al. (2010) and Kopper et al. (2010) used a 
simple Fitts’ model with three parameters, while our model uses five. 
More parameters means more degrees-of-freedom, which can lead to 
over-fitting. However, the inverse is possible: a model with few 
degrees-of-freedom cannot capture or generalize data embedded in a 
high dimensional space. We believe the relative complexity of the SAR 
pointing task due to a complex SAR display geometry means the task 
cannot be captured by a simpler model. Petford et al. (2018) utilized the 
Shannon-Welford formulation of Fittss law to model pointing in a 3D 
cubemap-like projection, something that is not possible with general 
SAR pointing. Our model may have more in common with the trivariate 
pointing task modelled by Grossman and Balakrishnan (2004) who use a 
five parameter model. 

7.4. Design implications 

The power of predictive models, like Fitts’ law, lies in their ability to 
simplify complex behaviour to a manageable set of measurable phe-
nomena. Similar to other evaluations of predictive models in realistic 
settings (Rohs et al., 2011), we demonstrate the performance of our 
model across two datasets where one has more realistic target acquisi-
tion tasks and the other is more tightly controlled. All three techniques 
have advantages and disadvantages when pointing at targets within a 
SAR environment. Based on our results, we believe there are three main 
implications:  

1. Target proximity can be used to determine technique choice. Raycast 
is appropriate for far targets outside the reach of the user, but for 
targets on or near the floor, viewport should be considered. How to 
switch between each pointing technique is an open question. For 
example, a spatial mode switching method could be used, such as 
recognizing when the phone is held near the body to trigger viewport 
pointing, or recognizing when the phone is extended away from the 
body for raycast pointing (Hartmann et al., 2020).  

2. Occlusion can help determine target placement. It is important to 
evaluate the spatial configuration of the space and how it could 
change over time. Attaching content the user frequently interacts 
with in a place that has a high likelihood to become occluded will 
slow down selection, possibly introducing user frustration and 
dissatisfaction. However, there are times when occlusion could be 
beneficial to help deter users from undesired behaviour. For 
example, partially hiding a social media feed to reduce distraction. 
Using our model, the estimated pointing times can be calculated in 
real-time based on user position relative to a SAR user interface. This 
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means that an underlying application could adjust content placement 
to optimize pointing time given the context and task.  

3. Direct input should only be used for targets near the user. Based on 
our experiment results, direct requires significantly more physical 
movement to reach far targets. This can increase time and cause 
fatigue when frequent selection is necessary. However, it may be 
desirable under certain circumstance, like for a fitness application or 
to incorporate forced movement as a means to discourage sedentary 
activities and to promote good health. 

7.5. Limitations 

We did not compare all possible pointing techniques, such as a 
“zoomable” viewport (Boring et al., 2009), world-in-miniature 
(Bowman et al., 1999), or a “perspective cursor” technique (Nacenta 
et al., 2006). These could be implemented on a mobile phone, but it was 
unclear how they could scale to a complex SAR environment. Arguably, 
the perspective cursor technique is an interesting candidate for inves-
tigation within a SAR environment, which could be adapted by simpli-
fying selection to all non-occluded targets from a particular perspective. 
MeetAlive (Fender et al., 2017) also presented pointing techniques in a 
SAR environment, but similar to the work by Petford et al. (2018), the 
surface geometry is largely constrained to a cubemap projection which 
would not apply to the more complex surface geometry in our setup. 
Overall, all relative pointing techniques appear to make implicit as-
sumptions about room geometry, such as using primarily large visible 
planes. 

Recall that there could be multiple errors per trial, and that we 
included trials with one or more errors in movement time analysis. 
Another approach to analyze movement time is to use only error-free 
trials. To investigate whether this alternative analysis would make a 
difference, we used a two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Hodges, 
1958) to compare all trial times with only error-free trials. There is no 
statistical difference (p > 1.0=). 

We made a decision to use a rendered camera view for the viewport 
condition. This is in contrast to previous evaluations of similar viewport 
techniques (Boring et al., 2009; Rohs and Oulasvirta, 2008; Rohs et al., 
2011). Our main justification was to eliminate confounds from a 
potentially unreliable computer vision algorithm. Unlike those prior 
evaluations, we also benefited from having a high quality 3D repre-
sentation of the real environment and accurate tracking. 

Though there are some apparent limitations to this approach. First, 
the environment seen through the phone will not represent lighting, 
contrast, and variation in texture that a image would portray, which 
could limit the realistic representation of environment. However, we 
believe the reduction of potential confounds outweigh potential issues of 
this approach, and ultimately increase overall validity of the study. A 
modification to our approach would have been to use the 3D represen-
tation of the environment as the underlying geometric hit-detection 
model, but show the live video stream from the camera for user feed-
back. Potential pitfalls of this could be any slight misalignment of the 
video and 3D geometry due to otherwise imperceptible differences in 
spatial or temporal alignment. However, we did not consider this 
modified method during our process. 

For Experiment 2, we use an an AR HMD to simulate a SAR pointing 
task. There are obvious trade-offs to this approach, such as the lack of 
real haptic feedback for the direct method, and side effects from wearing 
and using an HMD such as a limited field-of-view, weight, and mobility. 
Our motivation, as explained above, was to tightly control SAR pointing 
tasks to more deeply investigate key factors identified by the results of 
the the first experiment (which was conducted in a realistic SAR envi-
ronment). With the ability to create and move walls and targets around a 
space freely inside a simulated environment, we could strictly control 
target occlusion, distance, and size of the targets as they relate to the 
actuated walls in the environment all while maintaining consistency 
across each participants varying head position and orientation. This 

allows us to test and evaluate occlusion and spatial placement precisely 
without the need to do something extreme, like physically actuate walls 
using a complex set of robot arm extensions. 

8. Conclusion 

In this paper, we examined fundamental characteristics of device- 
based interaction in SAR: pointing at surface mapped targets. Our re-
sults show how the simplicity and speed of raycasting results in excellent 
performance for many situations, and how surprisingly versatile a sim-
ple method like directly tapping the phone to a target can be in many 
situations. Our results for our implementation of the viewport pointing 
method is more mixed. In the ad hoc realistic SAR setting of Experiment 
1, the viewport could approach raycasting performance, but was never 
significantly better in the tested tasks. In the controlled and more 
restricted setting of Experiment 2, the viewport method outperformed 
raycasting for distant targets that were facing the user. Our conclusion is 
that each method has beneficial characteristics, and that depending on 
the expected SAR usage context, a hybrid method or mode-switching 
technique to switch between methods could be the best solution. 
Regardless, across all techniques, we found SAR pointing characteristics 
like target occlusion, user movement, and target view angle to be critical 
factors when modelling and predicting movement time for pointing 
tasks. Our model incorporating these aspects was a better predictor of 
movement time across distant pointing techniques in both experiments, 
with the SAR ℓ2 variation being the best generalized version. We hope 
our results demonstrate how empiricism and formal modelling can be 
applied to the new world of SAR interaction. 
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